Direct fluorometric determination of fluorescent substances in powders: the case of riboflavin in cereal flours.
Front-face emission spectra of powders can be recorded with a commercial spectrofluorometer. By combining the emissions of a scatterer powder and of a wheat flour sample, the scattering contribution to the front-face emission spectra of flour is removed, and the fluorescence of the flour is isolated. The fluorescence depends on the concentration of the fluorophores. By choosing convenient measurement parameters and by measuring the emission spectra of flour samples suitably enriched with riboflavin, the fluorescence of riboflavin could be isolated from that of other substances present in flours and the concentration of vitamin B(2) in native substrates could be determined. This method is particularly apt for the measurement of vitamin B(2) in low riboflavin-containing powders such as wheat flours, which are usually analyzed through complex chemical and microbiological methods. The method is essentially phenomenological, in view of the interpretation difficulties connected to the origin of the fluorescence resulting from the absorption of multiply scattered photons.